Coup de Grace for Imposed Ignorance
Thankfully the iron curtain of elitist imposed ignorance is falling. It is most fitting that
the perestroika moment for humanity and our new century of truth based reality began
with the final and most ambitious of the elitist power grabs, the theater of the absurd
global warmists.
In recent weeks the Catholic Church rubber stamped a Papal Announcement on human
caused global warming and endorsed the Anthropocene with the threat that ‘humans were
going to have to live in the world they have created.’ For those of us with trust in
humanity, that moment cannot come moment too soon.
So what would possess the church to create the modern equivalent of the Pontifical
Academy Trial of Galileo ? Well, it could be that the wise Vatican investors got an
insider’s investment tip that the global warming science was government funded certainty
and that the carbon commodity trading would be a guaranteed growth market.
With an estimated 30% of the Nuns & Priests retirement fund ‘invested’ in a commodity
that shrank from $100 per ton to $0.05 per ton in 2010, what is a good Pope to do ? It is
a clear choice whether to fleece the brothers and sisters of the cloth or the flock. The
Pope chose to spare the shepherds and fleece the sheep.
Much has already been written about this greatest of human watershed events since the
original Renaissance. Much more will be written before the Nouveau Renaissance is
complete. As a lifelong student of science and history, an independent thinker and a
latent agitator, I chose to enter this greatest of human debates .
I have been blessed in this venture with trusting web hosts and an equally qualified,
dedicated group of science professionals. Science is an iterative process, with properly
gathered and analyzed empirical data always guiding the scientist to the hidden truths of
reality. Nature may withhold the truth, but readily exposes the lie.
And so it is with ‘Carbon Dioxide caused climate change’ hypothesis, a predetermined
outcome that ‘we needed energy taxes’ and a willing group of science sell-outs who
would create any hypothesis and data necessary to meet that goal. To accomplish this
greatest FRAUD in all human history took an international cast of villains and an
elaborate plan.
In his excellent investigation of one critical aspect of the scam, author A W Montford
exposes the shabby history of The Hockey Stick Illusion. This book covers the dogged
efforts of Steve McIntyre and his associate Ross McKitrick to unravel the deceitful
graphic that was to mobilize the carbon tax movement. Montford’s 450 page work is
exhaustive, but consider these two quotes:
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Climatologists Rosanne D’Arrigo and Gordon Jacoby had produced temperature record
based on ten sites out of 36 sites studied. When it was suggested that this might be
‘cherry-picking’ data for a predetermined outcome, Jacoby responded:
“If we get a good climatic story from a chronology, we write a paper using it.
that is our funded mission. It does not make sense to expend on marginal or poor
data and it is a waste of agency and taxpayer dollars. The rejected data are set aside
and not archived.”
Taxpayers funded a wide range of data collection and then the agenda driven gatekeepers
destroyed all data that did not fit the required narrative. News of gross statistical errors
and selective data use prompted Congress to demand an investigation of the UN IPCC
claims. Rather than allow our elected officials to ask embarrassing questions or provide
testimony from non-managed witnesses, the great protector of government science fraud,
the National Academy of Science offered to investigate the allegations.
After days of testimony that proved the ‘hockey stick’ was at best questionable, the NAS
panel “had been forced to rely on the somewhat dubious argument that Mann had used
incorrect methods and inappropriate data but had somehow still managed to reach the
right answer.” In this case the “right answer” was what the government funded NAS was
requested to find by the government.
If the ‘fox guarding the henhouse’ aspect of the government investigating itself sounds
troubling, the twisted peer review process is even more disturbing. Montford provides a
‘spider chart’ showing the interconnection of government funded Climatologists being
the only scientist to review their own work. As the Climate-gate emails disclose, the
‘hockey stick team’ had no problem retaliating against the editors or the scientific
journals who dared oppose the warming mantra.
Given the massive taxation and regulation that was proposed there was the foreseeable
problem of scientific opposition. The goal was always to focus all climate behavior on
the atmosphere. The highest objective was to demonize carbon dioxide for tax and
control purposes, failing that to at least keep the option of aerial spraying for geoengineering. The debate managers needed a controlled science position to counter the
warmists.
Where the alarmist warmists would claim a 3oC temperature rise and 3 meter sea level
rise, the soon labeled ‘Luke Warmists” would claim that it would only be 1oC and 1
meter sea level rise. The narrative was then reinforced by NEVER confronting the false
premise, but only the degree of change. In his article “The Corporate Climate Coup”,
historian David F Nobel documents how the elitists created and funded the ‘two sides’ of
this faux debate. [1]
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The carbon dioxide forcing and back radiation narrative were complete fictitious
fabrications. What the warmists and the luke warmist collaborators have tried to claim is
that all weather and climate is the result of a human caused trace gas. What is missing
are the two great heat sources of the Sun and the Earth’s internal fission. It is fluctuations
in these two great energy forces that are the real climate drivers, and humans have no
influence over either force.
Many fine scientists have explored the solar factors in Earth’s climate, while I have
concentrated my efforts on the under-researched Earth fission factor. I have an extensive
lecture series covering this subject in archive at ClimateRealists.com, at
CanadaFreePress.com and at my website FauxScienceSlayers.com. My chapter in the coauthored science text, Slaying the Sky Dragon combines and expands this fission research
in one location.
As mentioned earlier, science is an iterative process and since the publishing of our epic
science book my co-authors, aka “Slayers” have become what science peer review groups
should be, an international, interdisciplinary team of professionals dedicated to finding
and sharing the truth. We have expanded the number of Slayers and our scope. There has
been ongoing research and a number of updates. It is now time to update two of the
previous articles.
In late Jan, 2011 the Slayers engaged a group of Luke Warmists in an on-line peer
review. The result was that we realized the Lukes where clueless about the Outgoing
Longwave Radiation (OLR) that they claimed was trapped by CO2 and then warming the
planet. My article, “OMG…Maximum Carbon Dioxide Will Warm for 20 Milliseconds”
[2] explained that since OLR moved at the speed of light there could only be very limited
‘dwell’ time between Earth’s surface and outer space.
Fellow Slayer, Dr Nasif Nahle was kind enough to provide the calculations for the total
number of ‘absorption/emission’ impacts in this transmission, hence the referenced 20
milliseconds. As the Slayers examined the dynamics of the absorption/emission process
it was noted that there is a shift during this process to a longer wavelength and lower
frequency energy transmission.
This shift moves the photon out of the CO2 spectrum range, making it ‘invisible’ to CO2
molecules higher up in the air column. This greatly reduced the number of OLR impacts
and the transit time. The revised length of time that OLR is delayed by Carbon Dioxide
in now less than 5 milliseconds, as explained in “Mean Free Path Length Photons”
available here [3].
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The next refinement of the Earth fission factor was my article “Earth’s Missing
Geothermal Flux” [4] which describes two previously unrecognized processes where hot
‘elemental’ gases are first converted to liquid and then outgassed in the water column.
Both of these processes involve massive amounts of heat exchange.
I will now amend the Missing Flux to add the internal production of Hydrocarbons. As
mentioned in “Fossil Fuel is Nuclear Waste” [5] the Earth produces ‘elemental’
petroleum. This product is molecularly stored energy with nearly a million BTUs per
cubic foot. The Earth has 310 million cubic miles of ocean and many millions of cubic
miles of stored Hydrocarbon energy from this hidden Geothermal Flux.
The next update to the “Missing Flux” article is courtesy of Geologist Timothy Casey and
his article “Volcanic Carbon Dioxide” [6] which quantifies the massive amounts of
‘natural’ CO2. Casey quotes Hillier & Watts (2007) that there are an estimated 3,470,000
submarine volcanoes worldwide and 4% are considered active.
These volcanoes, along with rift zones release a number of high temperature, high
pressure gases which condense. Then, referring to this elemental CO2 Casey say, “under
special conditions, it accumulates in submarine lakes of liquid CO2 (Lupton et al 2006;
Inagaki et al, 2006)”. We are discovering more of Earth’s secrets everyday and much of
what we now know was unknown when the IPCC teams started carving hockey sticks.
Human beings deserve to live in the world we create. But we do not deserve to be
ignorant slaves in the diminished world of elitist controls. We will overcome the
Climatologist blight on science and the elitist blight on reality. Some of the actors in this
episode might just now be realizing that they have been played. My message to all is,
wake up and step from beneath this green shadow into Le Claire Nouveau.
Joseph A Olson, PE
May 25, 2011
[1] http://activistteacher.blogspot.com/2007/05/dgr-in-my-article-entitled-global.html
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[4] http://FauxScienceSlayer.com/pdf/Earth’s_Missing_Geothermal_Flux.pdf
[5] http://www.CanadaFreePress.com/index.php/article/28111
[6] “Volcanic Carbon Dioxide” at http://carbon-budget.geologist-1011.net

